
14. Digital Currencies 

The Community Foundation may accept Cryptocurrencies as gifts, subject 

to a number of conditions. Should the conditions be met, then 

cryptocurrency gifts may be accepted, and proceeds from the sale of the 

Cryptocurrency may fund any and all charitable activities, as 

recommended by the Donor. At this time the Community Foundation may 

accept Bitcoin and Ethereum. Other cryptocurrencies shall be evaluated on 

a case-by-case basis. For gifts of Cryptocurrencies: 

• The Donor shall acknowledge and confirm that the gifted 

Cryptocurrency comes from the Donor’s personal wallet and not 

from a third party. 

• The Donor agrees that, to the best of his or her knowledge, the 

Cryptocurrency being gifted is not derived from unlawful sources 

or activities. 

• The Donor may not gift the Cryptocurrency until the Community 

Foundation has determined it can accept the contribution of the 

Cryptocurrency. 

• A charitable gift of Cryptocurrency to the Community Foundation 

is only complete once it has been successfully delivered to the 

Community Foundation’s wallet and the Foundation has accepted 

the Cryptocurrency. Upon acceptance, the Community Foundation 

will provide the Donor with a Gift Acceptance Letter or receipt 

which substantiates the charitable gift. 

• Once the Donor transfers the Cryptocurrency, the Community 

Foundation acquires the entire economic interest in it and the 

Crypotcurrency is exclusively owned and controlled by the 

Foundation. 

• The Community Foundation is not under any legal obligation to 

sell the Cryptocurrency. 

• If the Donor holds a fund with the Community Foundation, that 

fund may be credited by the Foundation with the proceeds received 

from the sale of the Cryptocurrency, and the proceeds have been 

transferred to a Foundation bank account. The proceeds may not 

be invested or granted in programs until this process is complete. 

• The Donor acknowledges that the Cryptocurrency and the 

exchanges on which it trades may be volatile, and that the proceeds 

received by the Community Foundation may be different (higher 

or lower) from the appraised value, fair market value, or other 

measure of the value of the Cryptocurrency at the time of the gift. 

• Unless otherwise predetermined, the value of the gift of 

Cryptocurrency shall be used following the same methodology as 

that for marketable securities. 


